**THIS FORM IS PROVIDED FOR REFERENCE ONLY. A DIGITAL VERSION OF THIS FORM WILL BE AVAILABLE IN EARLY FALL.**

Students should submit to their three readers a draft of a chapter or equivalent portion of the thesis. In most cases, this should be at least 10-15 pages. This form is to be signed by the three readers, to signify their approval of the work in progress. The signed form and the chapter are to be submitted to the Honors Program by **4:00 pm on Friday, November 6, 2020. Students are responsible for submitting their work to the faculty readers with adequate time for their review.**

Name of student

Major or majors for which this is being written

Title of thesis

*For faculty readers:*

If you have questions about this progress report or the thesis process in general, please contact Trina Beck at tbeck@tulane.edu or 504-314-2806.

*I have read the attached draft portion of this student’s Honors Thesis, and I am satisfied that the student is making sufficient progress on the thesis at this time.*

Thesis Advisor/First Reader
(Please **sign** and **print** name)

Second Reader (or Co-Director*)
(Please **sign** and **print** name.)

Third Reader
(Please **sign** and **print** name)

*If a student writes for two majors, the first and second readers serve as co-directors.*